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Introduction

Pascal-Adolphe-Jean
Dagnan-Bouveret, Portrait of
Albert Edelfelt, 1887, oil on
wood, 20.5cm x 15cm
Finnish National Gallery /
Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Hannu Pakarinen

Among the Finnish artists of the late 19th century, Albert Edelfelt
(1854–1905) was a true cosmopolitan. He was the first of the
Finnish artists to settle down in Paris for a longer time – he lived
in Paris from 1874 to 1891, and continued to keep his studio there
until his death in 1905. Edelfelt travelled a lot during these years,
not only to Finland for the summer, but also to southern France,
Italy, Spain, Russia, Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Germany and
England. Being well-connected with people from different social
backgrounds, he understood the importance of networks. His
wide social network consisted not only of artists, but also actors,
composers, opera singers, writers, industrialists and businessmen,
politicians, and scientists, as well as members of imperial and
royal families.
To operate in such an international network required
language skills, and we can say that Edelfelt was a true polyglot.
At school in Finland, he had learnt Greek and Latin as part of his
training; Swedish was his mother tongue, he knew some Finnish,
but French became his second language. In addition, he spoke
German, English, Spanish, as well as Italian and some Russian.
Although Edelfelt was sometimes quite a controversial
character and made critical comments about the different people
he had met, he was, nonetheless, socially talented, outgoing
and capable of building a wide network. This is quite evident
if we compare him with his good friend and colleague Gunnar
Berndtson, who came from a similar background, but was shy and more introverted.
This presentation is based mainly on Edelfelt’s letters to his mother Alexandra in the
years 1873–1901. In these letters, Edelfelt described his life and travels abroad. Edelfelt was
a diligent writer, and sometimes his letters are quite critical, but they can also be hilarious.
In addition to the great number of letters, he contributed articles about art and reviews on
exhibitions to newspapers, and made illustrations, too.
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Antwerp and Paris
Before Paris, Edelfelt studied history painting in Antwerp in 1873. There he understood the
meaning of language skills. At first he communicated mainly in German, but soon after his
arrival he started to improve his French. To do that he decided to avoid the company of other
Swedish-speaking artists and aimed at using French as much as possible.
Edelfelt wrote to his mother Alexandra Edelfelt on 28 November 1877:
For those who have to be content with socialising with their fellow countrymen only,
because they cannot speak any foreign languages, these relationships with their
countrymen are connected with their natural need to be in touch with other people.
When one has learnt to understand that people, speaking French, German or English, can
have just as warm feelings, or think just as sublimely as one’s fellow countrymen; and
when one has realised that there are thousands of common interests between different
people, regardless of their nationality or country, then one should have the right to loosen
one’s contacts with one’s fellow countrymen.
It was in Paris that Edelfelt became fluent in French, which helped him to integrate
into Parisian artistic and social circles. Thus, he became the key player for other Finns who
visited the city. In fact, Edelfelt was a forerunner for later Francophiles who came to Paris. He
helped many fellow countrymen and -women to find suitable contacts. In general, we can say
that Edelfelt was always on the spot when something interesting and important happened.
For example, when the Finnish-Swedish scientist and Arctic explorer Adolf Erik Nordenskiöld
visited Paris in 1880 as a celebrated hero after having sailed the Northeast Passage in
1878–79, Edelfelt participated in the dinner party arranged in Nordenskiöld’s honour together
with the Swedish Prince Oscar.
Generally, Edelfelt attended all kinds of soirées and dinner parties. One very powerful
person was Alfred Koechlin-Schwarz, a French manufacturer and politician, who invited
Edelfelt in April 1877 to his home. The artist describes his first visit to the Koechlins, how
he bought a pair of expensive gloves, borrowed a chapeau claque and had his hair curled.
He describes his host, his wife and their home in detail, including the artworks they have
acquired. But Edelfelt did not particularly like Koechlin-Schwarz, and in fact, preferred his wife.
However, he understood the importance of these contacts, although he said that one could
waste a whole day on a visit like that.

Finnish and French colleagues
When Edelfelt arrived in Paris, he needed a letter of recommendation to contact the teachers
at the École des Beaux-Arts in order to obtain a permit to study there. He therefore contacted
his former Finnish art teacher Adolf von Becker, who was staying in Paris at the time. Von
Becker was well connected in Paris, as he had studied in the city in the 1860s, and he
recommended Edelfelt to the history painter Jean-Léon Gérôme. For Edelfelt, Gérôme was
renowned for his highly-skilled and well-controlled drawing, and he had a good reputation as a
teacher. Edelfelt also considered studying under Léon Bonnat, but he preferred Gérôme, with
whom he kept in touch throughout the years. Edelfelt was often quite uncertain what Gérôme
thought about his art. Nonetheless, Gérôme’s opinion was important to him, and he was very
pleased to get positive feedback from his former teacher even later in life.
In comparison, Edelfelt’s relationship with von Becker was cut off quite brutally after
the opening of the World Fair in 1889. That year, Edelfelt had wished to become a member
of the jury for the Finnish department, but von Becker was nominated instead. Edelfelt and
von Becker had very different ideas about the Finnish artists whose work should be displayed
at the exhibition. Edelfelt suggested several younger artists, such as Axel Gallén and Eero
Järnefelt, whereas von Becker had more conservative ideas. The dispute ended up in an
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Albert Edelfelt, Gunnar
Berndtson, from Edelfelt’s
sketchbook, pencil on
paper
Finnish National Gallery /
Ateneum Art Museum

Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Tero Suvilammi

Albert Edelfelt, Portrait of
Jean-Léon Gérôme, 1876,
pencil on paper,
11.5cm x 6.5cm
Finnish National Gallery /
Ateneum Art Museum

Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Jenni Nurminen

Albert Edelfelt, Artist Pascal
Dagnan-Bouveret, a sketch
for a portrait, 1881, from
Edelfelt’s sketchbook,
pencil on paper
Finnish National Gallery /
Ateneum Art Museum

Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Hannu Aaltonen

Albert Edelfelt, Portrait of
Pietro Krohn, 1876, ink on
paper, 20cm x 24.5cm
Finnish National Gallery /
Ateneum Art Museum

Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Janne Mäkinen

actual fist fight outside the restaurant where the Finnish artists were having dinner after the
opening. As a consequence, Edelfelt’s friendship with von Becker and the Finnish sculptor
Walter Runeberg was broken for several years. Nevertheless, Edelfelt had his ‘revenge’ in
1900, when he was appointed the commissar of the Finnish pavilion of the World Fair. In this
role, he could help and promote several younger Finnish artists with their careers, such as
Magnus Enckell.
At the École des Beaux-Arts, Edelfelt also met Jules Bastien-Lepage. He appreciated
Bastien-Lepage, but initially he was not especially enthusiastic about his art. There may have
been some jealousy, as Bastien-Lepage had become very successful, and Edelfelt complained
about how his art was displayed seemingly everywhere. It was only after Bastien-Lepage’s
early death in 1884 and his retrospective exhibition that Edelfelt recognised the beauty of
his art.
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Looking at Edelfelt’s letters, we can say that the most important French artist for him,
however, was his good friend Pascal Dagnan-Bouveret, whom he also met at the École des
Beaux-Arts. Edelfelt appreciated Dagnan’s art and liked him as a person very much. In the
years 1880–1905, Edelfelt had a studio in the same building as Dagnan at 147 Avenue du
Villiers (or 29 rue Descombes), where Gustave Courtois also had his studio. Many American
art dealers, as well as wealthy private individuals, visited the house, and this is how several
works by Edelfelt were sold to the US.
Moreover, Edelfelt stood in for Dagnan as a teacher at the private Academy Colarossi
where Dagnan taught some Finnish women painters, such as Helene Schjerfbeck and
Helena Westermarck. Edelfelt admired beautiful women, especially Parisian women, and he
constantly commented on their looks, clothing and behaviour in his letters. He did not write
very much about women artists though, and his attitude towards them was not especially
positive, in fact, he rather dismissingly called them ‘Miss Artists’. Nevertheless, there are
some exceptions, as Edelfelt appreciated Schjerfbeck’s painting The Convalescent when it was
displayed at the Salon. He even let Schjerfbeck help him with his portrait of Louis Pasteur.
A story goes that Schjerfbeck would have received only a box of chocolates in recompense for
her work, but obviously Edelfelt had also put money for her in the box of chocolates.

American and Nordic contacts in Paris
After his arrival in Paris, one of Edelfelt’s new artist friends was the American Julian Alden
Weir, with whom he shared a studio in 1874. They had met at the academy as they both
studied under Gérôme. In a letter to his mother in December 1874, Edelfelt wrote that he
liked Weir a lot. At the time, he also considered him as the most talented of all the American
artists in Paris. Later, however, Edelfelt made friends with another American artist, John
Singer Sargent, whom he appreciated even more. Sargent subsequently moved to the UK
and encouraged Edelfelt to go there too, as there was a flourishing market for portraitists in
London. Edelfelt visited London several times and painted portraits there; he even considered
moving to the metropolis.

Albert Edelfelt, Julian Alden Weir and Albert Edelfelt in the Studio, 5 Rue du Pont de Lodi, Paris,
1874–75, sepia, watercolour on paper, 12cm x 18.5cm
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Hannu Aaltonen
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Albert Edelfelt, Portrait of a Woman Reading (Pauline Ahlberg),
charcoal on paper, 49cm x 32cm
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Jenni Nurminen

Albert Edelfelt, Boys Playing on the Shore, 1884, oil on canvas,
90cm x 107.5cm
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Hannu Aaltonen

In 1876, Edelfelt had a chance to visit Italy. The trip was
financed by the wealthy Finnish businessman Victor Hoving,
from Vyborg. While in Rome, unfortunately both Hoving and
Edelfelt caught typhoid fever, and Hoving died. Edelfelt himself
spent several weeks in hospital, where he was taken care of by
the Danish artist Pietro Krohn. This started a lifelong friendship
between the two, and Edelfelt visited Krohn in Denmark
whenever possible when travelling between Finland and Paris.
Another Danish artist that Edelfelt mentioned several
times in his letters was Peder Severin Krøyer. One of Krøyer’s
works had made a great impression on Edelfelt. It was a similar
work to his own painting Boys Playing on the Shore (1884).
Krøyer’s work had been purchased by the Nationalmuseum
in Stockholm, but it was not put on display, because it was
considered not good enough and too impressionist. Edelfelt
could not understand this and reacted very strongly on behalf
of Krøyer. In fact, Edelfelt thought that Krøyer’s work was better
than his own.
As for Norwegian artists, Edelfelt’s comments on them
are generally positive. In addition, he spent a lot of time with
the Norwegian writers Jonas Lie and Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson,
with whom Edelfelt shared his ideas about
modernity. A social development known
as the ‘Modern Breakthrough’ began in
the Nordic countries in the 1870s and ’80s.
The debate was sparked off by the Danish
literary critic Georg Brandes, whom Edelfelt
met in person in Copenhagen in the 1870s.
This movement in literature and the arts
highlighted such issues as equality, religious
authority, the distribution of wealth and
social conditions. It did not focus only on
cities, but also on the countryside as well as
factories and the workers in them.
One of Edelfelt’s first female
friends in Paris was Pauline Ahlberg, who
was a well-educated novice writer from
Sweden and who, in fact, was perhaps
too educated for Edelfelt’s taste. They
discussed philosophy and attended
exhibitions, museums and lectures at the
Sorbonne together, as well as soirées and
dinner parties at Madame Jacquinot’s,
who ran a boarding house for women in
Paris. Ahlberg was very fond of Edelfelt,
but their relationship obviously remained
on a platonic level. Later in life, Ahlberg
met Victor Hugo, whom she admired very
much and she went on to write a book
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about him. When Edelfelt heard about this, he regretted that he had not gone to meet Hugo
with Ahlberg.
Among the Swedish artists, Edelfelt mostly spent time with Anders Zorn and the young
Prince Eugen, who moved to Paris in 1887. In addition to their discussions on art, Edelfelt
started to practise fencing with the prince, as well as attending more dinner parties and balls
with him. Moreover, when Edelfelt visited Stockholm, he also visited the prince. In private, the
prince was liberal, but officially he had to keep to his role as a prince. This also describes the
collision between the ideas of the Modern Breakthrough among liberal cultural circles and the
representatives of the old values. Due to his background and upbringing, Edelfelt himself was
also steering a course between republican ideas and old traditions.

Contacts in Russia
Edelfelt’s outlook on St Petersburg and Russia was twofold: he did not like the city and its
climate, but its high society and the imperial family meant well-paid work for him.
In 1880, Edelfelt began to form a closer relationship with St Petersburg and Russia
when he met the young Sophie Manzay in Haikko. Manzay came from a wealthy aristocratic
family in St Petersburg, and she and Edelfelt were even secretly engaged in 1884, but it lasted
only for two days. There were several reasons: one being, that Edelfelt was not considered
wealthy enough by Sophie’s parents. Secondly, Sophie’s parents did not accept her moving to
Paris, but insisted that the young couple live in St Petersburg. Edelfelt, however, did not want
to move to the Russian city because of his artistic career.

Albert Edelfelt, Dear Friends III (Berta and Capi), 1883, ink and
watercolour on paper, 20cm x 16cm
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Hannu Pakarinen

Albert Edelfelt, Michael and Xenia, Children of Tsar
Alexander III, 1881–82, watercolour on paper,
29.4cm x 22.8cm
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Hannu Pakarinen
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In 1881, Edelfelt made contact with the
imperial Romanov family. First, he was introduced to
the grand duke Vladimir Aleksandrovits, the brother
of Tsar Alexander III. At the time, the grand duke was
head of the art academy in St Petersburg. He had
seen Edelfelt’s painting Good friends (1881), which
he had admired a lot, and on that basis he ordered
portraits of his children Boris, Kirill and Andrei. The
spouse of Alexander III, Maria Fjodorovna, the former
Princess Dagmar of Denmark, also ordered a portrait
of her younger children Michail and Ksenia. As such,
Edelfelt made several portraits of members of the
imperial family, in addition to selling other paintings
to them, including Boys Playing on the Shore. At
the height of his career in Russia, Edelfelt attended
the coronation of the tsar’s younger son Nicolai II in
Moscow in 1896 and later painted his portrait.
Before meeting the imperial family, Edelfelt
had participated in the exhibitions of the art
academy in St Petersburg, displaying his works that
were travelling between Finland and Paris, such
as Queen Blanca, in 1878. Before that, in 1874,
he had joined the Russian artists’ association in
Paris, but he did not have very close contact with
it. Later in the 1890s, however, Edelfelt had more
contact, especially with Tolstoy and Repin and the
members of the Mir Isskustva group. Moreover,
in 1895, Edelfelt became a member of the art
academy in St Petersburg. Three years later he was
offered a professorship at the academy, which he
turned down.
At the end of the 1890s, Russia started to
tighten
its grip on Finland. Consequently, Edelfelt
Albert Edelfelt, Petition to Anatole France, page 3, 1900, gouache and
relinquished his loyal feelings towards the imperial
pencil on paper, sheet 33cm x 26.2cm, image 24.5cm x 19cm
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
family and started to make patriotic pictures
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Hannu Aaltonen
about Finnish history. He made illustrations for the
Finnish national poet Johan Ludvig Runeberg’s epic
The Tales of Ensign Stål (1848, 1860), which describes the war between Russia and Sweden in
1808–09.
But at the 1900 World Fair, Edelfelt used his connections with the grand duke Vladimir
Aleksandrovits again to have a separate department for Finnish art at the Grand Palais. This
was the first time that Finland had its own pavilion, too, but it did not come without its own
problems, as Edelfelt had to meet several representatives of the Russian art delegation, who
tried to stop Finnish artists from winning awards at the Fair. Nevertheless, Edelfelt managed to
ensure his Finnish compatriots received several awards.
In France, Edelfelt used his contacts to draw international attention to Finland’s
struggle against Russification processes. A delegation of European intelligentsia, including the
French writer Anatole France, signed a petition for Finland, called ‘Pro Finlandia’, that they
wanted to hand over to the Russian emperor.
A group of Finns made a similar petition as a gesture of their gratitude for Anatole
France – it was partly due to his role in the Dreyfus affair as one of the people who defended
Dreyfus, but also in the Pro Finlandia petition. Edelfelt made illustrations for the petition for
Anatole France.
To conclude, Albert Edelfelt was a true cosmopolitan. Being well-connected with
people from different social backgrounds, he understood the importance of networks and
tried to make the best of them, not only for his own benefit but for his compatriots too.

